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reviously in this series, I introduced the steps component manufacturers
should anticipate when approaching the sale of a business. From the initial

meeting with the prospective buyer and through the closing, it is important to
remember that keeping control over the process is of utmost importance. And main-
taining control means educating yourself well before you become entangled in the
sale transaction. 

So you have followed the steps outlined in the first few articles: you have the own-
ership of your company the way you want it, you have engaged advisors early in the
process and have established comfortable working relationships with each of them,
and you have thought about what you want out of the transaction. In this final install-
ment of the series, let’s jump to the last major hurdle in the process: the purchase
agreement. 

Imagine that you and the buyer have reached an agreement in principle also referred
to as a letter of intent—the basic terms of the transactions—and now are preparing
for the “due diligence” process in earnest. 

In earnest meaning that the purchase agreement, along with the other operative
documents, are being delivered by the buyer, together with the request for all of
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❑ In the building components industry,
buyers’ key areas of focus are inventory,
defective product claims, employees,
and compliance with laws applicable to
employees, environmental compliance
and intellectual property. 

❑ Expect the buyer’s first draft of the pur-
chase agreement to be very buyer 
oriented. 

❑ When advising the seller, full and early
disclosure is encouraged. 

❑ Heavy focus and spending too much
time on the indemnification can send
the wrong signal to the buyer.

at a glance

Getting from agreement 

in principle to closing—the

Purchase Agreement.

Final in a series of four articles on the preparation for and steps involved in the sale of your business. 

“Due Diligence” is the title given to the investigation
process conducted by the buyer to verify the financial
health and status of your business. This can be quite 

disruptive to your business if you are not prepared 
for the scope and depth of the investigation.

the information on your company that will be referenced in
the purchase agreement, also known as the schedules to the
purchase agreement.

Now, the best piece of advice I can give when an agreement
in principle has been reached: don’t let up, because there’s
more to this transaction than price and basic terms and con-
ditions. The provisions in the purchase agreement are impor-
tant. Put yourself in the buyer’s position. The buyer is most
likely using someone else’s money, or at least has consti-
tuents to which it is being held accountable. Whether it is
shareholders, lenders or investors, the buyer likely has some-
body to report to. Therefore, it will want to have rights under
the purchase agreement that will allow it to produce a return
on investment or at least have some recourse if there are
problems. The purchase agreement is prepared by the buyer
with the goal of protecting the buyer in the event your busi-
ness is not as it is represented and these misrepresentations
cost the buyer money. 

The Basics of the Purchase Agreement
The purchase agreement will contain the following provi-
sions:

Representations and Warranties are the “statements”
made by you, the other shareholders, and possibly your com-
pany, about the status of your company. These representa-
tions are required by the buyer so that it can get a compre-
hensive understanding of the various aspects of your compa-
ny, including the financial condition, the status of contracts,
the condition of assets, etc.

Indemnification is tied to the representations and war-
ranties made by you, the other shareholders, or possibly the
company. The indemnification section requires those making
the representations and warranties to compensate the buyer
for any breaches in the representations and warranties or
other provisions of the agreement. The indemnification pro-
visions usually include the steps to be followed and terms of
the process for resolving claims for which indemnification is
sought. 

Covenants are the commitments of the buyer and seller as
to how they will conduct themselves, most often regarding
the commitments between signing and closing, and some-
times include commitments pertaining to conduct after the
closing.

Conditions to Closing are the events that must occur or
things that must be in place or true prior to close in order for
the buyer to complete the closing. 

While not always applicable to the purchase agreement, a
couple of provisions have become more common over the
past several years, in particular as private equity firms have
more frequently become buyers. These are escrow and right
of offset provisions.

Escrow is the holding back of a portion of the purchase
price, purportedly so the buyer can “take back” proceeds in
the event there is a breach of representations and warranties
or other provisions of the purchase agreement.

Right of Offset is the right of the buyer to draw on the
escrow or to withhold payments (such as under a promissory
note made payable to the seller as a result of the sale) as a
result of breaches of the purchase agreement. 

Note that other provisions are included when applicable. The
provisions listed above and discussed in more detail in the
article are the basics and most common provisions proposed
by buyers. 

Representations & Warranties
If the buyer had to choose one representation over all others
it would relate to the seller’s financial statements. The finan-
cial statements provide the buyer with a good picture of the
profitability of the seller’s business and a snap shot of the
financial health of the seller. Some basic things for you to be
aware of:

• Find out how the buyer expects/requests your financial
statements to be presented and compare this to how you
typically present them. The buyer will want you to repre-
sent that the financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP). You may be presenting them for tax minimiza-
tion—which means they will not be according to GAAP.

• Know the differences between your accounting decisions
and the buyer’s expectations in areas of revenue recogni-
tion, expensing versus capitalizing and depreciation and
capitalizing policies. Expensing your equipment purchases
will yield different financial statement results from capital-
izing such purchases and expensing the purchase in a
smaller amount over several years.

• Avoid making representations that may relate to the com-
pany’s future performance, e.g., after the closing. For
instance, a representation by the seller that “the financial
statements accurately reflect the results of the operations”
is acceptable since it relates solely to the past. However,
any representation along the lines that the financial state-
ments “are representative of the results anticipated by the
seller over the next two years” or similar is not appropriate
since it is in effect a guarantee of financial results going
forward.  

Regarding financial statement representations, if the pur-
chase price will include some form of payment other than
cash (such as stock or a promissory note from the buyer) you
will want representations as to the financial status of the
buyer in order to get comfortable with the value of the stock
and/or the expectation that the payment obligations under
the promissory note will be made. 

Continued on page 64
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In addition to the financial statements, it is common for buy-
ers in different industries to focus on unique areas in the rep-
resentations and warranties. In the structural building com-
ponents industry, buyers’ key areas of focus are inventory,
defective product claims, employees, and compliance with
laws applicable to employees, environmental compliance and
intellectual property.

With respect to your inventory, the buyer wants to know that
it is properly valued and does not contain obsolete or dam-
aged materials that are not sellable. If you have not conduct-

ed regular physical inventories, you can
expect the buyer to request that one be
conducted to verify the existence and value
of your raw materials.

If you have had any claims for defective
products, the buyer will want to know how
those were resolved. Even if you haven’t
had any such claims, the buyer will also
want to know of any pending claims or
events that may lead to a future claim. He
will also want to know that you have insur-
ance in place that is adequate in scope and
amount of coverage to cover any such
claims.

With all the immigration issues facing the
industry, the buyer will want you to con-
firm that the employment of your workers
and subcontractors is in compliance with
the law and that the relationships with your
employees is good.

In addition to the financial statements, it 
is common for buyers in different industries
to focus on unique areas in the represen-
tations and warranties. In the structural
building components industry, buyers’ key
areas of focus are environmental liabilities,
inventory, defective product claims,

employees, and compliance with laws applicable to employ-
ees and intellectual property.

All businesses involved in manufacturing operations may
have environmental issues. It is common for such facilities to
be located in areas that have been used for industrial purpos-
es for decades and operations were conducted long before
the environmental rules and regulations were instituted in
the 1970s and 1980s. It is also common for operations
through the 1990s and even this decade to include processes
that are not in compliance with environmental laws simply
because the owner did not know the scope of the environ-
mental laws. Every buyer will want an environmental assess-

ment of your operations, also known as a
Phase 1 environmental review, conducted
as part of their investigation. You may want
to have this conducted prior to holding any
discussions so that you can be compliant
and have the assessment ahead of time.

Regarding intellectual property, the buyer
will want you to represent that your
processes and operations do not infringe on
processes owned by others and that you
have the right to apply the techniques you
utilize in your manufacturing operations. If
you have developed unique processes the
buyer will want to know that you have the
documentation to show that you are the
owner of those processes. The buyer will
also want you to represent that your use of
all software and other information technol-
ogy related applications is legal and in
compliance with all applicable agreements.

Expect the buyer’s first draft of the pur-
chase agreement to be very buyer
oriented—this will especially be the case
with respect to the representations and
warranties the buyer requests. One com-
mon way for the seller to neutralize the rep-
resentations and warranties is with what
are referred to as a “materiality” qualifier.
For example, in the representation on your relationship with
your employees and compliance with employment laws, with
a material qualifier you will state that you are in “material
compliance” as opposed to stating you are in full compliance.
Another way to accomplish this change is to state that you
are in compliance except where any non-compliance would
not have a material adverse effect.

Another qualifier that can be used is to limit portions of rep-
resentations to your “knowledge.” For example, regarding the
representation on environmental compliance, you may want
to qualify your representation to state that to your “knowl-

edge” you are not aware of any non-compliance of environ-
mental law. Another important point regarding knowledge is
defining whose knowledge is applicable—is it you and the
shareholders, or does it include your management employ-
ees? If one of your 150 employees knows something is pend-
ing, is it reasonable to expect that you should be deemed to
have known about it?

Indemnification. Unless negotiated during the pricing
negotiations that take place early on, the indemnification
provision contained in the buyer’s draft of the purchase
agreement will usually start with the “seller will hold the
buyer harmless from any breaches of the representations and 
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Buyers’ key areas of focus:

✔ inventory

✔defective product claims

✔employees

✔compliance with laws 
applicable to employees

✔environmental compliance

✔intellectual property

I strongly encourage full 
and early disclosure. Just 
as disclosing adverse facts 
late in the negotiations 
can cause buyers to be 
concerned…heavy focus 
and spending too much time 
on the indemnification can 
send the wrong signal to 
the buyer.
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warranties or other provisions in the agreement.” It will be up
to you to add the qualifiers: (1) a “basket,” for example,
which is a de minimis amount above which the claims must
exceed before the indemnification obligation applies; (2) a
cap or ceiling on the aggregate amount of the indemnifica-
tion claims; and (3) the period of time during which a claim
must be made. 

Often the lawyers for the buyer and seller will spend an inor-
dinate amount of time on the indemnification provisions.
When advising the seller, I strongly encourage full and early
disclosure. Just as disclosing adverse facts late in the nego-
tiations can cause buyers to be concerned (and often renego-
tiate the purchase price—downward, of course), heavy focus
and spending too much time on the indemnification can send
the wrong signal to the buyer—that maybe there are things
being covered up. As the buyer and seller work toward clos-
ing you don’t hear about renegotiations resulting in a higher
purchase price—only downward adjustments.

Covenants. In the covenants, between the signing and clos-
ing, you will be required to conduct business in the normal
course, maintain relationships with customers, vendors and
employees, and cooperate with the buyer and its representa-
tives in providing information. All of these should be within
your reasonable ability to control, and the standard for com-
pliance should be reasonable or commercially reasonable and
not on a best efforts basis.

Conditions to Closing. The negotiations on the conditions
to closing are usually more intense than covenant negotia-
tions. The broader and more extensive the conditions to close
are, the more the transaction will feel like the buyer has an
option to close and can walk if any one or more of the condi-
tions is not met. This is particularly true when the conditions
must be to the satisfaction of the buyer. 

As seller you want the conditions to close to (1) be conditions
over which you have control (similar to covenants) and (2)
have reasonable standards for achieving them. While it may
be a fact, the condition that the closing is subject to the
buyer obtaining financing can leave you at the complete
whim of the buyer’s efforts—reasonable or not. Likewise, a
condition that the closing is subject to the buyer finding
everything being acceptable to him in his discretion after
“due diligence” is completed essentially leaves the buyer
with an easy excuse not to complete the purchase. The con-
ditions should be narrowly drafted and to the extent that they
relate to the representations and warranties being true and
correct as of the closing, they should (1) be for specific rep-
resentation and warranties and/or (2) provide you with the
right to update prior to closing.

Escrow and Right of Offset. The escrow provisions and, if
proposed by the buyer, right of offset, need to give you rights

so that the buyer cannot just hold back any portion of the
purchase price without some form of objective standard and
even the decision of a third party through mediation, arbitra-
tion or the court. While there are numerous caveats and
terms that can and need to be fleshed out, as the seller you
want the process to be at least balanced and objective in
determining the escrow withdrawal and any rights of offset.

Summary
When you have prepared for the purchase agreement process
by knowing what you want, having advisors that you are
comfortable with, an understanding of the motivations of the
buyer, the process of negotiating the purchase agreement
and all of its terms can be exciting rather than overwhelming
and distracting. You have a better chance of getting through
the agreement and successfully closing at the price and
along the terms originally agreed upon if:

• You disclose concerns early rather than later in the
process. There is one school of thought that you get the
buyer in and active and then disclose the concerns; but
this often leads to renegotiations.

• You understand the buyer’s motivations in the purchase
agreement and work closely with your counsel in narrow-
ing the scope of certain representations and warranties
along with the conditions and covenants so that you have
control over assuring compliance.

• You keep a balanced focus on the transaction and running
your business so you do not have a material slowdown in
your business that gives the buyer a reason to renegotiate
the price.

In the four articles that comprised this series we discussed
various facets of the business sale process. From the initial
discussions through the closing of the purchase agreement
we have emphasized your need to be prepared and know
what you want out of the transaction. A good working rela-
tionship with experienced advisors can help you keep your
focus on the terms and elements of the transaction that are
most important to you. Building your business has been
rewarding; the process of selling your business should also
be rewarding.

For a list of all terms defined within this series, visit
Support Docs at www.sbcmag.info. SBC
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Building your business has been 
rewarding; the process of selling your 

business should also be rewarding.

SOME BUSINESSES RESIST CHANGE.
OTHERS MAKE CHANGE HAPPEN.
WHICH WILL YOU WORK WITH?

Technology can’t solve every problem. The key is to find areas where it
can help. And that’s just what we’re doing at iLevel – a new business
from Trus Joist, Structurwood and Weyerhaeuser. We’ve developed new
products and software, allowing us to customize the structural framing
materials you need. Which helps minimize callbacks and reduce jobsite
waste. Learn more at iLevel.com, or call 1-888-iLevel8 (1-888-453-8358).

Weyerhaeuser ®, Structurwood ®, and Trus Joist ® are registered trademarks and iLevel ™ is a trademark of 
Weyerhaeuser Company, Federal Way, Washington. © 2006 Weyerhaeuser  Company.  All rights reserved.

For reader service, go to www.sbcmag.info/weyerhaeuser.htm
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